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Abstract—In molecular communication via diffusion, infor-
mation molecules diffusing in the environment are subject to
Brownian motion. Due to probabilistic propagation, the arrival
of the molecules at the receiver is spread in time, leading to the
reception of some molecules belonging to the previous symbol(s)
during the upcoming symbol duration. Known as inter-symbol
interference (ISI), this problem has been extensively studied in
the literature by applying a large spectrum of techniques, mostly
inspired by approaches in the wireless communication domain
including channel coding techniques. Unfortunately, many known
channel codes do not perform well in the molecular communi-
cations domain since the diffusion channel features a significant
memory component. In this paper, novel methods for channel
coding by incorporating the effect of ISI in the design of the
channel codes for the molecular diffusion channel are proposed.
The results show that the proposed methods provide significant
improvements in performance in terms of codeword error rate.

Index Terms—Molecular communications, nanonetworking,
diffusion channel, ISI-aware channel coding

I. INTRODUCTION

MOLECULAR communications (MC) has been gaining
more popularity as a promising approach to converge

the recent advancements in the nanotechnology and biology
domains to enable future health applications. In the molecular
communications literature, there are numerous different means
of transferring information, including communication via cal-
cium ions [1], micro-tubules [2], bacteria [3], or diffusion
[4], [5]. Specifically, molecular communication via diffusion
(MCvD) is one of the most prominent means of carrying
information between nanomachines [4], which are possibly
(engineered) living cells. In the literature, one can observe
that many features of the messenger molecules (MMs) are
used for communication, including the concentration or type
of the molecule, and sometimes a combination [4], [6].

The probabilistic movement pattern of the MMs subject
to Brownian motion causes inter-symbol interference (ISI),
since some of the MMs released for a specific symbol take
a longer path to the destination nanomachine, arriving during
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the following symbol durations. Such delayed MMs may easily
cause incorrect symbol detection.

All communication systems incur the possibility of incorrect
detection at the receiver as a consequence of signal distortion
in the communication channel. Several different approaches
have been developed to combat erroneous reception of infor-
mation. Channel coding addresses this problem, by adding
redundancy to the transmitted information and by utilizing
the redundant information at the receiver to recover errors
due to the channel. Although many channel codes have been
proposed for a wide variety of applications over the years [7],
unfortunately most of them are not suitable for MCvD due to
the memory property of the MCvD channel.

In the literature, either some well-known channel codes are
considered or new codes are designed for MC. In [8], error-
detection schemes are analyzed, and the trade-off between the
rate and the probability of error is shown for MC. The bit
error rate (BER) performance and energy consumption of the
encoder and decoder for Hamming codes have been considered
in [9], where the authors show that there is an optimal number
of parity bits for which the coding gain is maximized. Reed-
Solomon (RS) codes have also been considered for MCvD
in [10]. This study shows that RS codes achieve better coding
gain than Hamming codes. However, their decoder complexity
is much higher than that of Hamming codes. RS codes are
also considered for large-scale MC in [11], and the authors
show that RS coding improves the BER performance of such
systems. Zero-error capacity of the MC channel and how to
construct a zero-error code are discussed in [12] when a single
type of molecule is used. In [13], the authors extend this work
and introduce an upper bound on the zero-error capacity and
a method to construct zero-error codes when multiple types
of molecules are available for transmission. Minimum energy
channel codes are investigated in [14], where the authors
show that both the performance and the average energy per
bit consumption are improved, compared to Hamming codes
when the channel memory is very short (two taps). In [15],
Euclidean geometry low density parity check (EG-LDPC) and
cyclic Reed-Muller (C-RM) codes are considered in terms
of BER performance and energy consumption. ISI-free codes
for MC are introduced in [16], [17]. The latter designs two
families of these codes whilst also focusing on achieving low
decoding complexity. ISI-free codes consider the ISI caused
by the previous codewords as the main source of error, and
they are proposed for low data rates. For higher data rates,
the ISI within the codeword becomes important, and the error
performance of ISI-free codes degrades. Another channel code
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Fig. 1. MCvD system model.

family, crossover resistant coding with time gap (CRCTG), is
introduced for MC to improve the error performance [18].
In [19], the BER performance of positional-distance code is
compared with classical Hamming-distance coding strategies
on mobile robots equipped with MC transceivers, and the
results show that positional-distance codes have a clear ad-
vantage. The authors of [20] compare the coding gain of self-
orthogonal convolutional codes (SOCC) with the Hamming
codes, and show that SOCC have a higher coding gain when
the transmitter and the receiver are very close to each other.

As a final remark, due to the heavy ISI, it is claimed that
Hamming distance is far from being the optimal metric for
channel code design in MC. The authors of [21] introduce a
new distance function, called molecular coding (MoCo) dis-
tance, for MC. It is shown that, just by modifying the decoding
region of Hamming codes according to the introduced distance
function, the performance can be improved gradually.

In this paper, we mainly aim to introduce new methods for
designing efficient channel codes for MC. In this respect, we
first introduce a slightly modified version of MoCo distance
and consider a more realistic system model than the one
considered in [21]. Then, the average error probability for
a selected codebook is obtained. With these foundations, a
new paradigm and a greedy algorithm are introduced to design
efficient channel codes. Moreover, optimization methods are
considered and a genetic algorithm is introduced to achieve
better performance. Finally, the problem is modeled as a linear
optimization problem and solved with mixed integer program-
ming (MIP) solver to find the optimum codebook designs.
Error performances of the designed codebooks are obtained
to demonstrate the superior performance of codebooks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this work, diffusion based communication systems are
considered in a three dimensional space. Moreover, it is
assumed that a point transmitter and a fully absorbing spherical
receiver are at a fixed position and are communicating via
MCvD as shown in Fig. 1.

The MMs move according to Brownian motion while
they diffuse randomly in the fluid environment [22]. Each
molecule’s position can be modeled as a time dependent
random variable. For a time step of size ∆t, the movement
in a dimension is independent from the movement in other
dimensions and can be modeled with the normal distribution.
The updated position of a molecule after ∆t seconds is

−→r (t+ ∆t) = −→r (t) + (∆r1,∆r2,∆r3)

∆ri ∼ N (0, 2D∆t)
(1)

where −→r (t) is the location vector of a molecule, ∆ri is the
displacement in i-th dimension, D is the diffusion coefficient,
and N (µ, σ2) stands for the normal distribution with mean µ
and variance σ2. In this work, the movements of the MMs are
assumed to be independent from each other.

The molecules released from the transmitter start to diffuse
in the environment. As time advances, some of the molecules
are absorbed by the receiver and others are not. For a molecule
in transition, the absorption probability by the receiver until
time t is given as

Fhit(t) =
rr
r0

erfc
(
r0 − rr√

4Dt

)
, (2)

where r0 is the distance between the point transmitter and
the center of the receiver, rr stands for the diameter of the
receiver, t is the duration after the release of the molecule,
and finally erfc(·) is the complementary error function [23].
So, the channel coefficients can be found by utilizing (2) as

pk = Fhit(kts)− Fhit((k − 1)ts), k = 1, 2, ...I (3)

where ts is the chosen symbol duration and I is the channel
memory. Please note that p1 corresponds to the probability that
a molecule is absorbed by the receiver in its current symbol
duration. More specifically, pk stands for the probability that
a molecule is absorbed by the receiver in the k-th symbol slot
starting from the slot in which it was released. If M molecules
are released from the transmitter without any successive trans-
missions, the number of received molecules at the end of the
first symbol slot (NRx

1 ) can be modeled as

NRx
1 ∼ B(M,p1), (4)

where B(n, p) is the binomial distribution with n trials and
the success probability p. When we have consecutive trans-
missions, we denote the number of received molecules during
the i-th symbol duration with NRx

i and denote the number
of molecules that are emitted at the start of the k-th symbol
slot and absorbed during the i-th symbol slot as NRx

i,k . Under
this condition, the number of absorbed molecules in the i-th
symbol duration can be obtained as

NRx
i =

i∑
k=1

NRx
i,k . (5)

Please note that NRx
i,k is distributed according to a binomial

distribution B(Mk, pi−k+1), where Mk is the number of
emitted molecules at the start of the k-th symbol duration.
For M > 50, this binomial distribution can be approximated
by a normal distribution [24] as

NRx
i ∼N

(
i∑

k=1

Mkpi−k+1,

i∑
k=1

Mkpi−k+1 (1− pi−k+1)

)
. (6)

The number of absorbed molecules is directly related to the
channel coefficients (pi values) as shown in (6). Moreover,
since the position of the transmitter and the receiver, and the
receiver’s diameter are fixed, pi values are only affected by the
symbol duration, ts, which is shown in (3). As ts increases,
more molecules are absorbed and the channel causes less ISI,
but the data rate decreases at the same time. On the contrary,
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as ts decreases, the data rate is increased, but ISI also increases
and the quality of communication is degraded.

Finally, binary concentration shift keying (BCSK) is used
due to its wide use in the literature [25]–[28]. The transmitter
releases M molecules at the beginning of the symbol duration
to send bit-1, while it does not release any molecules for bit-
0. At the receiver side, if the number of absorbed molecules
at the end of the symbol duration exceeds a pre-determined
threshold, bit-1 is detected; otherwise bit-0 is detected.

III. CODE DISTANCE AND DECODING REGION

In channel codes, k-bit information sequences are mapped
to n-bit sequences that are called codewords, and are shown
as Ci, i = 1, 2, ...2k. Then, the codewords are transmitted
using the chosen modulation technique and detected at the
receiver. Due to the adverse effects of the channel, the detected
sequence can be different from the transmitted codeword; it
might even not match any other codeword. Hence, the received
n-bit sequence is called the received vector, whose elements
are denoted by wj , j = 1, 2, ..., 2n. After detection, the
decoder maps the received vector back to the most likely
codeword. Then, the codeword is mapped back to the cor-
responding k-bit information sequence (Fig. 2).

A. Code Distance in Molecular Communication

In RF communications, Hamming distance, which is the
number of different bits between two binary sequences, is
effectively used to design channel codes. For example, a
Hamming code with message length k = 4 and block length
n = 7 (shown as (n = 7, k = 4) or (7, 4)) has a minimum
Hamming distance of dH = 3 between its codewords. This
implies that if b(dHmin − 1)/2c = 1 bit out of n = 7 bits
is detected erroneously, it can be corrected. The minimum
Hamming distance is directly related to the error probability
for the conventional additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel. While detecting a binary sequence in the AWGN
channel, bit errors are assumed to be independent, and thus
the Hamming distance between the original codeword and
the received vectors are highly correlated, which is different
in the case of MC, where bit errors depend on the value
of subsequent bits. Hence, Hamming distance is not a good
choice for designing MC codes as demonstrated in [18].

For an (n, k) code family, there are 2k codewords of length
n bits, which are selected out of 2n possibilities. In other
words, we select 2k codewords out of 2n candidate binary
sequences to design the codebook. The basis for the channel
code design depends on the probability Pi,j = P (wj |wi),
where wi and wj are the transmitted and detected binary
sequences, respectively, with i, j = 1, 2, ..., 2n, and the prob-
ability transition matrix is given as

P =


P1,1 P1,2 . . . P1,2n

P2,1 P2,2 . . . P2,2n

...
...

...
P2n,1 P2n,2 . . . P2n,2n

 . (7)

Calculating Pi,j for all i, j is a challenging task. It is
only possible to fill the P matrix with exhaustive simulations.

Tx Data . . 𝒎=[1 0 1 1]
Encode 
Mapper

C1 = 0010010
C2 = 1101101
.
Ci = 1001101
.
C2k = 0101111

Ci wj Decode 
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C2 = 0010010
.
Ci = 1001101
.
C2k = 0101111
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Fig. 2. The structure of channel coding for a scenario with (7, 4)-coding.
The transmitter wants to send the message m, which is four bits in the given
example. The encoder maps m to Ci, which is one of the 2k (i.e., 16 for the
example scenario) codewords of length n (i.e., 7 for the example scenario).
Then, 7-bits long Wj is received and mapped to one of the codewords in the
selected codebook. Note that the indexing function ϕ(·) may map some of
the Wj ’s to the same codeword. In the example scenario, if ϕ(j) = i then
the decoded message (m̂) should be same as the sent message m.

However, assuming that the channel is cleaned after every
codeword transmission, Pi,j can be calculated analytically.1

For the derivation of the Pi,j values, firstly, the received
number of molecules is represented with a Gaussian random
variable, as in (6). After evaluating the number of received
molecules, in BCSK, the decision is made by comparing
the number of received molecules with a pre-determined
threshold. Thus, the probability of error for the l-th bit of
the i-th binary sequence can be stated as

Pel,i =

{
Q(

λ−ul,i

σl,i
) bl,i = 0,

Q(
ul,i−λ
σl,i

) bl,i = 1,
(8)

where ul,i and σl,i are mean and standard deviation of the
number of received molecules for the l-th bit of the i-th binary
sequence which can be evaluated by utilizing (6), bl,i is the
binary indicator for the l-th bit of the i-th binary sequence, λ is
the pre-determined threshold, and Q( · ) is the tail distribution
function of the standard distribution. Therefore, the probability
of correct detection is Pcl,i = 1− Pel,i, and finally

Pi,j =

n∏
l=1

Oi,jl ,

Oi,jl =

{
Pcl, bl,i = bl,j

Pel, bl,i 6= bl,j
.

(9)

B. Decoding Region

Since only 2k codewords out of the 2n binary sequences are
used for transmission, without loss of generalization, binary
sequences can be reordered to place 2k codewords into the
first 2k rows and eliminate others to obtain

C =


C1,1 C1,2 . . . C1,2n

C2,1 C2,2 . . . C2,2n

...
...

...
C2k,1 C2k,2 . . . C2k,2n

 , (10)

where Ci,j = P (wj |Ci). When a vector is received at the
receiver, it should be mapped back to the codeword that

1This assumption can be justified when two different types of molecules
are used to send consecutive codewords so that the ISI of last codeword can
be neglected. Also note that, choosing two different molecules with similar
Stoke’s radii would make their diffusion coefficient almost the same assuming
that the environmental conditions are not changing [29].
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was most likely sent. The decoding region for a codeword
is defined as the set of binary sequences that are mapped back
to the corresponding codeword after decoding. It is defined as

Ĉj = arg max
i

(Ci,j),∀j. (11)

With codewords Ci, decoding region Ĉj , and transition
probability matrix P, the codeword error rate (CER) can be
found. For a codeword to be detected erroneously, it has to be
mapped outside of its decoding region. Hence, a codeword’s
probability of error can be expressed as

CERi =

2n∑
j=1,Ĉj 6=i

Ci,j , (12)

and the average CER can be obtained as

CER =

∑2k

i CERi
2k

. (13)

IV. CODEBOOK DESIGN

Designing a channel code for MC can be considered to be
identical to the selection of 2k codewords among 2n candidate
binary sequences. When the codebook is determined, the
decoding region and CER can be easily found from (11) and
(13), respectively. However, there are

(
2n

2k

)
combinations for

the selection, and even for short codes (small n and k) the
number of possible codebooks is huge. Hence, using a brute-
force algorithm is off the table and some heuristics should be
considered to find efficient and effective solutions. We propose
three different methods: a greedy algorithm, a genetic algo-
rithm, and a mixed integer programming model. The greedy
algorithm is the least computationally complex approach, its
performance is also the worst. The genetic algorithm has the
advantage of searching the sample space with great depth but
it is much more time consuming than the greedy algorithm.
Finally, MIP is the most computationally complex one among
the three methods, but the optimal solution is guaranteed given
enough time and memory resources.

A. Greedy Algorithm

Greedy algorithms are based on iteratively selecting the best
option at each step. However, selecting the best option step-
by-step can lead to getting stuck at local maxima. Yet, greedy
algorithms still have their own use, since they are straightfor-
ward, easy to implement, and computationally cheap.

The codeword selection problem can be seen as selecting
the most scattered set among the possible sets for minimizing
the probability of wrong decoding of the transmitted code-
words. This problem is widely studied in the literature, and
many heuristics are available. However, most of them propose
solving this problem in the Euclidean space. Due to the
transition probability matrix P not being symmetrical and not
necessarily satisfying the triangular inequality, these solutions
would not perform as desired. A slightly modified version
of the heuristic introduced in [30] is given in Algorithm 1.
Please note that the decoding probability of the selected and
candidate codewords should be considered in both directions

Algorithm 1: The heuristic for codeword selection [30]
Data: a transition probability matrix P, block and

message bit length (n, k)
Result: CW
let w ∈ {w1, w2, ..., w2n} and wi stand for a binary

sequence
let CW = {CW1, CW2...CW2k} and CWi stand for the
i-th codeword.

let B = {B1, B2, ...B2k} and Bi stand for the decoding
region of CWi.

let CW1 = w1 and B1 = {w1, w2, ...w2n}
let D ← (1−P) + (1−P)′ be the distance matrix
for l=1 to 2k − 1 do

dmax ← max(DCWj ,wi
), wi ∈ Bj and 1 ≤ j ≤ l

let wx be one of the binary sequences whose distance
to the codeword of the cluster it belongs to is dmax
CWl+1 ← wx
for each wt do

let j be such that wt ∈ Bj
if PCWl+1,wt

≥ PCWj ,wt
then

move wt from Bj to Bl+1

end
end

end

(i.e., 1−PCWc,CWs
and 1−PCWs,CWc

, where CWs and CWc

stand for a selected and a candidate codeword, respectively)
for the distance metric. Therefore, D is used in Algorithm
1 as a distance matrix instead of 1 − P. Unfortunately, the
considered heuristic could not design codebooks with desirable
performance. The solution does not even surpass the Hamming
codes (that are not initially designed for MC). The problem
is that the algorithm is neglecting the effect of the decoding
region. In other words, not only the codewords should be
scattered, but also the decoding regions for each codeword
should be as far away from each other as possible. The chal-
lenging part is that the decoding region cannot be determined
without determining all the codewords. To overcome this issue,
we propose to predict the possible decoding regions for each
binary sequence and then perform codeword selection.

For a better understanding of the decoding region concept,
one can consider any (n, k) Hamming code as an example.
Each codeword has 2n−k binary sequences in its decoding
region, and the codewords are selected in a manner that
decoding regions do not intersect with each other. Since the
channel is binary symmetric, predicting which decoding region
the binary sequence belongs to is trivial; the closest (according
to the Hamming distance) 2n−k binary sequences would be
the decoding region for that codeword. A similar approach
may be used for MC. However, in general, each codeword
may have a different number of elements in its decoding
region; hence, a modification is needed. Instead of assuming a
fixed number of binary sequences in the decoding region, we
propose determining a threshold to predict whether a binary
sequence is in the decoding region of a particular codeword or
not. Clearly, this is only an approximation and is not optimal.
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Fig. 3. Greedy algorithm and Hamming code performance analysis with
(n, k) = (7, 4), K = 0.03, ts = 400ms, D = 79.4× 10−12µm2/s,
rr=5 µm, and r0=10 µm.

The threshold is determined as

γ =

∑2n

i=1 Pi,i
2n

K, (14)

where Pi,i stands for the i-th diagonal element of P which is
defined in (7), and K is a scaling constant that determines the
size of clusters in the greedy heuristic. The predicted decoding
region is determined as

Ni,j =

{
1, Pi,j ≥ γ,
0, otherwise,

(15)

where Ni,j = 1 if the j-th binary sequence is in the i-th
codeword’s predicted decoding region. CER is determined
by the average of all codewords’ transition probabilities to the
decoding regions of other codewords, while P contains only
the transition probabilities for binary sequences to another.
Hence, a modified version of P is needed. The transition
probability of receiving one of the binary sequences that is
in the j-th binary sequence’s predicted decoding region when
the i-th binary sequence is sent is given as

P̃i,j =

2n∑
k=1

Nj,kPi,k, (16)

and P̃ is a matrix with P̃i,j as the i, j-th element. Using P̃
instead of P as the proposed heuristic’s input, it is possible to
enhance the performance of the algorithm significantly.

The results for the proposed algorithm, its improved version,
and Hamming codes with optimum λ are given in Fig. 3.
The results demonstrate that the proposed heuristic does not
perform well, and the results do not even consistently improve
with the number of molecules when using P. However, the
performance gradually improves when P̃ is used. The authors
have tried steepest ascent climbing and simulated annealing
methods, but have observed that they do not provide a signif-
icant improvement. The results of the mentioned approaches
are not provided here for the sake of brevity of the manuscript.

B. Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization method that is
inspired by evolution. The main idea of GA is creating an
initial population with diversity to allow for parallel search
threads in the search space, and then repetitively combining the

Algorithm 2: K-means clustering inspired heuristic
Data: a transition probability matrix P, an iteration limit

IterLim
Result: NewCWS
let CrntCWS be a randomly selected set of codewords
let D ← (1−P) as distance matrix
for counter = 1 to IterLim do

find Ĉ, the decoder map for CrntCWS
consider each codeword and its decoding region as
clusters

find the center for each cluster from D
assign new centers as new codewords and build new
codeword set NewCWS

if NewCWS = CrntCWS then
Break

end
CrntCWS ← NewCWS

end

good merits of the individuals (i.e., the candidate solutions) via
crossovers and optionally mutation steps, and finally applying
natural selection for each generation. Although the initial
population has a certain importance, the performance of GA
does not heavily depend on it.

An individual for GA is represented as a vector of length
2n (for an (n, k) coding) that is showing the codeword
assignments for each binary sequence. The reader should note
that the number of unique binary sequences of length 2n in
a candidate solution vector is 2k, which is composed of the
selected codewords from all possible binary sequences. After
determining the selected codewords, it is trivial to assign each
binary sequence to codewords by considering the probability
of error. Therefore, we can represent an individual candidate
solution by the set of selected codewords.

1) Initial Population: For GA to evolve new candidate
solutions, it needs an initial population. Even though a to-
tally random initialization would not be a problem, a better
approach is to use different heuristics to increase the diversity
in the initial population. We used two different heuristics for
this purpose: K-means clustering and non-intersected decoding
region search heuristics algorithms, given in Algorithm 2
and 3, respectively.

2) Genetic Operations: The iteration of GA mainly consists
of crossover and mutation operations followed by fitness
evaluation. Please recall that an individual is represented by the
set of selected codewords. Hence, for the crossover operation,
half of the selected codewords come from one parent and
the rest come from the other. After the crossover operation,
a mutation operation is applied with probability pµ. For
mutation, a random codeword is selected and replaced with the
best option in that locality without changing other codewords.
Representative GA operations are depicted in Fig. 4.

C. Mixed Integer Programming

Integer programming (IP) stands for the mathematical op-
timization problem with constraints that are either linear, or
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Algorithm 3: Non-intersected decoding region search
Data: a predicted decoding region N
Result: CW = CW1, CW2, ..., CW2k

let CWinit be a randomly chosen codeword
let DR be the predicted decoding regions of all selected
codewords

let SC be the set of possible binary sequences whose
decoding region has no intersection with DR
CW1 ← CWinit

refresh DR and SC accordingly
for z = 2 to 2k−1 do

randomly select one of the binary sequences in SC,
assume SCx is chosen
CWz = SCx
refresh DR and SC accordingly
if SC = ∅ then

recalculate N with greater γ
restart the algorithm with new N

end
end

{1, 3, 8, 15}

{2, 3, 7, 16}
Crossover Mutation{1, 3, 7, 16} {1, 3, 6, 16}

Random index

Fig. 4. Representative genetic operations where the selected codewords are
represented by numbers. For the crossover operation, 1 and 3 are selected
from the first parent while 7 and 16 are selected from the second parent. For
the mutation operation, the third gene is replaced with the best option locally.

integer constraints with a linear objective function together
with integer variables. If some of the variables are continu-
ous, then it is called a MIP problem. Our problem can be
formulated using an IP model; however, from a processing
time perspective, a MIP model is preferred for the problem.

For both IP and MIP, if there is an optimal solution, it
is guaranteed that it can be found with IP or MIP solvers
given enough time and memory. The main challenge is that the
required time and memory may not be feasible depending on
the model. Unfortunately, as we aim designing more powerful
and longer codebooks, in other words as n and k increase, the
search space grows exponentially and finding optimal solutions
with MIP becomes almost impossible. Still, with reasonable
time and memory constraints, MIP provides solutions that are
close to the optimal solution. Hence, it can be conveniently
stated that MIP is useful for channel code design.

Before modeling the problem, it is important to recall
that we are trying to minimize the CER, which is given in
(13) (or equivalently, maximizing the probability of correct
transmission PoCT = 1−CER). The first observation about
the codebook design problem is that the decoding region is
decided after the codebook is designed. This is a sequential
operation and is not supported by IP models. Thus, a different
approach is needed. Secondly, the transition from P to C is an
index operation, and it is not considered as a linear operation
for MIP solvers. Hence, instead of eliminating the rows, we
need a binary indicator to represent the decoding regions. The

IP model is given as

CLi ∈ {0, 1}, (17)

CMi1,i2 ∈ {0, 1}, (18)

∑
i

CLi = 2k, (19)

∑
i1

CMi1,i2 = 1, (20)

∑
i2

CMi1,i2 <= CLi12n, (21)

∑
i2

CMi1,i2 >= CLi1 , (22)

PoCT =

∑
i1

∑
i2 CMi1,i2Pi1,i2

2k
(23)

where i, i1, and i2 ∈ [1, 2, ...2n] with possibly distinct values,
CL stands for coset leader, which is the indicator of whether
the corresponding binary sequence is a codeword and CMi1,i2

stands for the coset member, whether a given binary sequence
i2 belongs to decoding region of the corresponding binary
sequence’s i1, i.e. its coset. Condition (19) states that there
are 2k coset leaders to be selected. Condition (20) guarantees
that each coset member can be a member for exactly one coset
leader. If a binary sequence is selected as a coset leader, then
its coset may have members. Otherwise, there cannot be any
member of that coset; hence, the corresponding row of CM
has to be filled with zeros. This condition is stated with (21).
Equation (22) requires each coset leader to have at least one
coset member (each coset leader is expected to be a member
of its own coset). Finally, the objective function is defined
in (23), which is the probability of correct transmission and
maximizing it is the objective. For processing time purposes,
equation (18) can be restated as

0 ≤ CMi1,i2 ≤ 1. (24)

Since the best solution for decoding for a received vector
is mapping back the codeword that is most likely to have
been transmitted, the solver does not assign continuous values
to CMi1,i2 even though it is allowed. Hence, restating the
condition does not harm the performance and decreases the
processing time significantly. Since CMi1,i2 is a continuous
variable, the problem is stated with a MIP model.

The results for Hamming code, greedy algorithm, GA, and
the optimal solution found with the MIP solver are given
in Fig. 5. As expected, the Hamming code performs worst,
the greedy algorithm performs better, GA is even better and
slightly worse than the optimal solution except for M = 500.
For M = 500, the GA also finds the optimal solution.
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Fig. 5. CER comparison for all considered methods and Hamming code
with (n, k) = (7, 4), ts = 400ms, D = 79.4× 10−12µm2/s, rr = 5 µm,
K=0.03, and r0=10 µm.
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Fig. 6. Three different messages are encoded by the codebook constructed
with MIP for tS = 400ms, M = 400, (n, k) = (10, 7).

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

One of the crucial points for fair comparison of the uncoded
case with coded cases is that the data rate and the average
power should be normalized. When channel codes are used,
the symbol duration ts and the number of molecules for bit-1
M should thus be decreased to k

n ts and k
nM , respectively.

In parallel to the explanation in Section II, as ts decreases,
the channel suffers from ISI even more. Hence, the perfor-
mance severely degrades. Moreover, power normalization also
decreases the error performance of the system. Thus, the
designed channel code should perform better than the uncoded
case even under these poor conditions.

Please note that, when noise is present, the only difference
is that the received number of molecules should be stated with
an additive white Gaussian noise as

N̂Rx
i = NRx

i +N
(
0, σ2

n

)
, (25)

where σ2
n is the variance of the noise distribution. In classical

communication, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is used as a metric
to represent the ratio of the power of the desired signal to the
background noise, and it has a one-to-one relation with BER.
Eventhough there are different SNR definitions available in the
MC’s literature, none of them, to the best of our knowledge,
has a one-to-one relation with BER. Hence, we believe that
using σ2

n as a metric is more insightful than SNR.
The simulation parameters are given in Table I, and an

example of encoding and decoding process is given in Fig.
6. The performance evaluation of the designed codebooks is
obtained using (13). It is assumed that after every codeword
transmission, the channel is cleared. Moreover, finding the op-
timal solution with MIP might be time consuming; therefore, a
time limit is set. Another crucial point is that the threshold λ is
selected such that the received vector has the least error while
every binary sequence is transmitted independently, and the
channel is cleared after every codeword transmission which
is not optimal. The threshold λ is obtained when any binary

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Variable Value

Diffusion Coefficient D 79.4, 61 µm2/s [4], [29]
Receiver Radius rr 5 µm
Tx-Rx distance r0 10 µm
Channel Memory I 7

Symbol Duration ts 250ms, 400ms

Released MM (per bit-1) M 200, 300, 400, 500, 600

Variance of noise distribution σ2
n 80− 0

Message and block length (n, k) (10, 7)

sequence can be transmitted from the transmitter; however,
only codewords are transmitted when coding is used. What
should be done is to recalculate λ after each codebook design,
which means that P should be recalculated. With new P, the
codebook search methods should be repeated and new code-
books should be designed. The same steps should be repeated
until the threshold converges to a certain λ value. Not only this
procedure is time consuming, but also the performance gain
is negligible. Hence, λ is only calculated once considering
the transmission of all possible binary sequences. In addition,
for any combination of (n, k) where k < n, it is possible to
design channel codes with the proposed methods. We choose
k = 7 and n = 10 for simulation purposes only. Finally,
the parameters that are given in Table I are for the uncoded
case. For coded cases, the symbol duration ts and the number
of molecules M per bit-1 are normalized, and the channel
memory I is increased to n

k I .
The results of the (5, 2, 2) ISI-free code2 [17], (31,4,3)

minimum energy code [14], (2,1,6) SOCC3 [20], (15,11) and
(7,4) Hamming codes, the proposed solutions, and the uncoded
case for different symbol durations, D, and σ2

n are given in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 7. Please note that, M and ts values indicated
in the results are all for uncoded cases.

The results show that, while other coding schemes perform
worse than the uncoded case, MIP solution has a clear ad-
vantage for all presented different cases, except when noise
is severe at ts = 400 ms. The greedy algorithm may be
considered as a feasible solution under several conditions.
Finally, the genetic algorithm performs similarly to MIP.
The coding gain is higher for short symbol duration (e.g. at
ts = 250 ms) as expected, since the ISI is more severe for
short symbol durations, and our channel coding techniques are
designed to combat ISI. The purpose behind channel coding
is achieving a low error rate at a high data rate (short symbol
duration). For lower symbol durations, we expect that the
coding gain increases up to a peak point. After that, the error
rate starts to increase to the point where channel coding is
meaningless due to the data rate and power penalties it brings.

2Since ISI-Free codes are designed to neglect the effect of ISI caused by
the previous codeword, it is considered that the channel is cleared after each
10-bit transmission, which corresponds to twice the codeword length for the
(5,2,2) ISI-free code and the codeword length for proposed (10,7) codes.

3Since codewords are not defined for convolutional codes, BER is shown
instead of CER. Moreover, the channel is cleared after each 10-bit transmis-
sion, which corresponds to codeword length for the proposed (10,7) codes.
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Fig. 7. CER of the coded and uncoded transmissions in the presence of system noise
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Fig. 8. CER of the coded and uncoded transmissions for different symbol durations and diffusion coefficients.

Our trials show that, at that point, the communication link
(coded or uncoded) has a considerably higher error rate in
which a reliable communication link cannot be established.
Consequently, for very low data rates, using a coding scheme
may not be reasonable since uncoded communication already
has a low error rate; hence, the coding gain is limited.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, channel code design techniques for MCvD
are proposed. The probability of the transition of a binary

sequence to another is defined, and it is shown that this
probability can be calculated analytically under certain con-
ditions. Thereafter, the decoding regions are defined for all
codewords according to the obtained transition probabilities,
which performs better than the classical technique relying on
the Hamming distance. Then, an analytical expression for the
codeword error rate is found, and new channel code design
algorithms are proposed.

Three methods are proposed to design codebooks: greedy
algorithm, GA, and MIP solver. The results show that all of
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them perform better than the uncoded case for good channel
conditions even with penalized symbol duration and average
power due to the coding ratio. It is also shown that the GA
performs very close to MIP, and it is a feasible algorithm to
design long channel codes.

The encoder and the decoder of the non-linear codes pro-
duced by our proposed algorithms consist of lookup tables. As
a future work, we plan to improve the proposed algorithms to
design linear block codes to ease the use in nanomachines. As
another future work, we also plan to tackle the impotency of
IP for long block lengths due to time and memory limitations.
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